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AN BILLE LUACHALA, 1987 
VALUATION BILL, 1987

BILL
entitled

AN ACT TO AMEND THE VALUATION ACTS.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE OIREACHTAS AS FOLLOWS:

Definitions. 1.—In this Act, except where the context otherwise requires—

“the Act of 1852” means the Valuation (Ireland) Act, 1852;

“the Act of 1986” means the Valuation Act, 1986;

“property” means any rateable hereditament;

“public utility undertaking” includes any undertaking, whether estab
lished by or under any enactment or otherwise, which supplies a 
service to the public whether throughout the State or in any part of 
the State;

“rating authority” means—

(a) the council of a county,
(b) the corporation of a county or other borough,

or
(c) the council of an urban district;

“rateable hereditament” includes any property to which the Act of 
1986 or this Act relates.

Valuation Tribunal. 2.—(1) (a) A tribunal, to be known as the Valuation Tribunal,
shall stand established on such date as the Minister 
for Finance, after consultation with the Minister for 
the Environment, shall by order prescribe.

(b) The provisions of the First Schedule to this Act shall 
have effect in relation to the Tribunal.

(2) The Tribunal shall hear and determine appeals under section 3
(5) or 4 (11) of this Act.

(3) Subject to a right of appeal to the High Court on a question of 
law, the determination of the Tribunal shall be final.

(4) The Minister for Finance may, from time to time, appoint such 
and so many persons as he considers necessary to assist the Tribunal 
in the performance of its functions under this Act.
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(5) Without prejudice to section 21 of the Interpretation Act, 1937 
(which, amongst other matters, provides for pending proceedings) 
sections 22 and 23 of the Act of 1852 are hereby repealed with effect 
from the establishment of the Tribunal.

10 3.—(1) An owner or occupier of any property, the rating authority
or an officer of the Commissioner of Valuation may apply at any time 
for a revision of the valuation of any property entered in the Valuation 
Lists or for the inclusion therein of any property not so entered.

(2) (a) Every application under subsection (1) of this section (other 
15 than an application by a rating authority) shall be addres

sed to the rating authority in whose area the property is 
situated.

(6) The rating authority shall submit to the Commissioner of 
Valuation a list of all applications made in the month 

20 beginning on the commencement of this section or in any
succeeding month, in each case within ten days after the 
end of that month.

(3) The Commissioner of Valuation shall cause every application 
made to him under subsection (1) of this section to be determined 

25 within six months after receiving the application or as soon as may 
be thereafter and shall as soon as practicable issue a list of the 
determinations made in the quarter beginning on the commencement 
of this section or in any succeeding quarter, within ten days after the 
end of that quarter.

30 (4) (a) Where an application under subsection (1) of this section
in relation to any property is made by any person other 
than the owner or occupier of that property, the owner 
and occupier, if known, shall be notified by the rating 
authority of the application.

35 (b) The owner and occupier, where known, shall be notified by
the rating authority of the determination of the application 
and of his right to appeal in accordance with sections 19 
and 31 of the Act of 1852 against the valuation determined 
by the Commissioner of Valuation and shall also be noti- 

40 fied by the rating authority of the outcome of that appeal.

(5) (a) An owner or occupier of property or a rating authority in 
whose area the property is situated may, by notice in 
writing sent by post or given by or on behalf of the 
appellant, appeal to the Tribunal against the deter- 

45 mination made by the Commissioner under section 20 of
the Act of 1852 within 28 days after the publication of the 
list of determinations.

(b) The notice shall contain the particulars of the valuation as
entered in the Valuation Lists and a statement of the 

50 specific grounds for the appeal.

(c) The Tribunal shall transmit a copy of every notice received
by it to the Commissioner of Valuation (who shall be the 
respondent in, and be entitled to be heard and adduce 
evidence at the hearing of, the appeal concerned), to the 

50 rating authority or authorities concerned and to any other
person appearing to the Tribunal to be directly affected 
by the determination and any such person shall be entitled
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to be heard and to adduce evidence at the hearing of the 
appeal.

(6) The Commissioner of Valuation shall, where any amendment 
falls to be made in the Valuation Lists pursuant to a determination
of the Tribunal or a decision of the Court in relation to an appeal 5 
under this section, notify in writing the rating authority or authorities 
concerned of the amendment and cause the appropriate entry in the 
lists to be amended.

(7) This section shall have effect notwithstanding anything to the
contrary in the Valuation Acts. 10

(8) The Minister for Finance may, after consultation with the 
Minister for the Environment, by order prescribe the date on which 
this section shall come into operation.

4.—(1) (a) The Minister for Finance, after consultation with the
Minister for the Environment and any other Minister 15 
of the Government who appears to the Minister for 
Finance to be concerned, may by order direct the 
Commissioner of Valuation to provide for the deter
mination of the valuation of the properties taken as 
a whole, wherever situated, of a specified public utility 20 
undertaking or of public utility undertakings of a 
specified description and specify the date by reference 
to which the determination is to be made and the 
date by which the determination is to be made. Every 
such valuation is referred to in this section as a “global 25 
valuation”.

(b) Every global valuation determined under subsection
(1) (a) shall include all of the hereditaments which 
are used for the primary purposes of the undertaking 
whether or not such hereditaments are already revised 30 
and entered in the Valuation Lists and any such 
valuations as are already included in the Valuation 
Lists shall be deleted from such lists.

(c) Such property of a specified undertaking as, in the 
opinion of the Commissioner of Valuation, is for a 35 
purpose other than any of the primary purposes of 
that undertaking, shall be excluded in determining 
the global valuation.

(2) The net annual value of the undertaking shall be five per cent
of the effective capital value of the property of that undertaking, 40 
including property specified in the Second Schedule to this Act.

(3) The Minister for Finance may, after such consultation as is 
provided for by subsection (1) of this section, by order amend the 
Second Schedule to this Act.

(4) The effective capital value of the undertaking shall be the 45 
aggregate of—

(a) the site values subsumed in that undertaking,

(b) the depreciated replacement cost of other property of the
undertaking, that is to say, the cost of replacement of the 
property reduced where appropriate to allow for its age, 50 
condition and obsolescence and for any other factor, the
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effect of which is to reduce its value to less than the cost 
of replacement,

(c) the value of any easement or other right appurtenant or 
appendant to any property of the undertaking,

5 (id) the value of any right of the undertaking to transmit radio,
television or telecommunications signals.

(5) Subsections (1) (2) and (3) of this section shall have effect 
notwithstanding section 11 of the Act of 1852 but subject to section 
5 of the Valuation Act, 1986.

10 (6) The undertaking shall be treated for the purposes of this section
as occupying a rateable hereditament in every rating district in which 
its services are available or in which its property is situated.

(7) The Commissioner of Valuation shall apportion the global 
valuation of an undertaking, determined or revised under this section,

15 between rating authorities in such manner as the Minister for Finance 
shall, after consultation with the Minister for the Environment, by 
order prescribe and the amount so apportioned to any rating authority 
shall be the valuation of the property of the undertaking in the area 
of that authority.

20 (8) The Commissioner of Valuation shall cause the global valuation
of an undertaking to be revised in the fifth year after the determination 
of the valuation or the previous revision or sooner if the Minister for 
Finance, after such consultation as is provided for by subsection (1) 
of this section, or the undertaking, so requests.

25 (9) Every undertaking to which an order under subsection (1) of
this section applies shall, within two months of being requested to do 
so, supply the Commissioner of Valuation with such information as 
he may require for the purpose of the exercise of his functions under 
this section.

30 (10) The Commissioner of Valuation, upon having caused a deter
mination or revision under this section to be made, shall immediately 
notify the undertaking and the Minister for the Environment thereof 
and an appeal to the Commissioner may be made under sections 19 
and 31 of the Act of 1852 and the provisions of sections 20 and 21 of

35 that Act shall have effect.

(11) The undertaking and the Minister for the Environment shall 
each have the right to appeal to the Tribunal against any determination 
made by the Commissioner of Valuation under section 20 of the Act 
of 1852 by notice in writing served within three months of being

40 notified thereof by the Commissioner of Valuation.

(12) The Minister for Finance may by order revoke or amend an 
order under this section.

(13) This section shall have effect notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary in any other provision in the Valuation Acts.

45 (14) Whenever an order is proposed to be made under subsection
(3) of this section a draft of the order shall be laid before each House 
of the Oireachtas and the order shall not be made until a resolution 
approving of the draft has been passed by each such House.

5.—(1) Immediately after the determination of an appeal by the
50 Tribunal, any party to the appeal, if dissatisfied with the determination 

as being erroneous in point of law, may declare his dissatisfaction to 
the Tribunal.
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(2) The party, having declared his dissatisfaction, may, within 
twenty-one days after the determination, by notice in writing 
addressed to the Chairman of the Tribunal, require the Tribunal to 
state and sign a case for the opinion of the High Court thereon within 
three months of the date of receipt of such notice.

(3) The party requiring the case shall pay to the Tribunal such fee 
as the Minister for Finance may by regulations prescribe for and in 
respect of the case, before he is entitled to have the case stated.

(4) The case shall set forth the facts and the determination of the 
Tribunal and the party requiring it shall transmit the case, when stated 
and signed, to the High Court within seven days after receiving it.

(5) At or before the time when he transmits the case to the High 
Court, the party requiring it shall send notice in writing of the fact 
that the case has been stated on his application, together with a copy 
of the case, to the other party.

(6) The High Court shall hear and determine any question or 
questions of law arising on the case, and shall reverse, affirm or amend 
the determination in respect of which the case has been stated, or 
shall remit the matter to the Tribunal with the opinion of the Court 
thereon, or may make such other order in relation to the matter as 
the Court thinks fit.

(7) The High Court may cause the case to be sent back for amend
ment, and thereupon the case shall be amended accordingly, and 
judgment shall be delivered after it has been amended.

(8) An appeal shall lie to the Supreme Court from the decision of 
the High Court.

Delegation of 6.—(1) The Commissioner of Valuation may delegate in writing a
Commissioner of specified function of the Commissioner under the Valuation Acts to
Valuation. any officer of the Commissioner but shall not delegate a function in

. relation to an appeal or application under sections 19 and 31 of the 
Act of 1852 to an officer who has previously performed a function in 
relation to the most recent revision of the valuation of the property 
concerned.

(2) Where a function is delegated under subsection (1) of this 
section the officer shall perform the function under the general direc
tion and subject to the general control of the Commissioner and in 
accordance with such (if any) limitations as may be specified in the 
delegation in relation to the area or period in which or the extent to 
which he is to perform the function.

(3) Any function, when exercised by an officer to whom it has been 
delegated under this section, shall be deemed to have been exercised 
by the Commissioner.

(4) A delegation under this section may relate to the performance 
generally of a function or to the performance of a function in a 
particular case or class of case or in relation to rateable property in a 
particular area.

(5) The Commissioner may revoke a delegation under this section 
at any time either generally or in relation to a particular case or class 
of case or in relation to property in a particular area.

(6) Where, as respects a particular case, a delegation of a function
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is revoked at a time when the function has not been fully performed, 
the Commissioner himself or another duly delegated officer may 
continue the performance of the function as respects the case.

(7) The Minister for Finance may give general directions to the 
5 Commissioner concerning the exercise of his functions under this 

section and the Commissioner shall comply with any such directions.

7.—(1) The Minister for Finance may by regulation prescribe the 
fee to be charged in respect of an appeal to the Commissioner of 
Valuation under sections 19 and 31 of the Act of 1852 or to the 

10 Tribunal or an application to the Commissioner of Valuation, or any 
class of such appeal or application, under this Act.

(2) Fees under this Act shall be taken and collected in such manner 
as the Minister for Finance may from time to time direct and shall be 
paid into or disposed of for the benefit of the Exchequer in accordance

15 with the directions of the Minister for Finance.

(3) The Public Offices Fees Act, 1879, shall not apply in respect of 
such fees.

8.—Every application, notification and list required for the pur
poses of the Valuation Acts shall be in such form as the Minister for 

20 Finance, after consultation with the Commissioner of Valuation, may 
from time to time provide.

9.—The expenses incurred by the Minister for Finance or the 
Minister for the Environment or the Commissioner of Valuation in the 
administration of this Act shall, to such extent as may be sanctioned by 

25 the Minister for Finance, be paid out of moneys provided by the 
Oireachtas.

10.—(1) If in any respect any difficulty arises in bringing this 
Act into operation, the Minister for Finance may by regulations do 
anything which appears to be necessary or expedient for bringing this 

30 Act into operation, and any such regulation may modify the provisions 
of this Act so far as may appear necessary or expedient for bringing 
the regulation into effect.

(2) No regulation may be made under subsection (1) of this section 
after the expiration of two years after the passing of this Act.

35 11.—Every order under section 4 (7) or regulation under section 10
of this Act shall be laid before each House of the Oireachtas as soon 
as may be after it is made and, if a resolution annulling the order or 
regulation is passed by either such House within the next 21 days on 
which that House has sat after the order or regulation is laid before 

40 it, the order or regulation shall be annulled accordingly, but without 
prejudice to the validity of anything previously done thereunder. •

12.—(1) This Act may be cited as the Valuation Act, 1987.

(2) The Valuation Acts and this Act shall be construed together as 
one.
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Section 2 FIRST SCHEDULE 
The Valuation Tribunal

1. (1) The Tribunal shall consist of a chairman and such number 
of deputy chairmen (if any) and ordinary members as the Minister 
for Finance may determine from time to time, being such number as 5 
the Minister for Finance considers necessary, for the performance by 
the Tribunal of its functions under this Act.

(2) The members of the Tribunal shall be appointed from time to 
time as occasion requires by the Minister for Finance and, subject to 
the provisions of this Act, shall hold office upon such terms and 10 
conditions as the Minister for Finance may determine at the time of 
their appointment.

(3) The term of office of a member of the Tribunal shall be 
such period not exceeding 5 years as the Minister for Finance may 
determine when appointing him and, subject to the provisions of this 15 
Act, a member of the Tribunal shall be eligible for re-appointment
as such member.

(4) A member of the Tribunal may at any time resign his office as 
such member by letter addressed to the Minister for Finance and the 
resignation shall take effect on and from the date of receipt of the 20 
letter.

(5) Where a casual vacancy occurs among the members of the 
Tribunal, the Minister for Finance may, if he thinks it appropriate to 
do so, take such steps as are necessary to fill the vacancy and the 
person appointed to fill the vacancy shall hold office for the remainder 25 
of the term of office for which his predecessor was appointed.

(6) Members of the Tribunal shall be paid such remuneration (if 
any), and such allowances for expenses, as the Minister for Finance 
may from time to time determine.

(7) (a) Where a member of the Tribunal is nominated as a member 30
of Seanad Eireann or as a candidate for election to either 
House of the Oireachtas or to the Assembly of the Euro
pean Communities or is regarded, pursuant to section 15 
of the European Assembly Elections Act, 1977, as having 
been elected to such Assembly to fill a vacancy, he shall 35 
thereupon cease to be a member of the Tribunal.

(b) A person who is for the time being entitled under the 
Standing Orders of either House of the Oireachtas to sit 
therein or who is a member of the Assembly of the 
European Communities shall, while he is so entitled or is 40 
such a member, be disqualified from becoming a member 
of the Tribunal.

2. (1) The Minister for Finance shall from time to time as occasion 
requires appoint a member of the Tribunal to be chairman thereof.

(2) Where a chairman of the Tribunal ceases during his term of 45 
office as such chairman to be a member of the Tribunal, he shall 
thereupon also cease to be chairman of the Tribunal.

(3) The chairman of the Tribunal shall, unless he sooner dies, 
resigns or otherwise ceases to be chairman, hold office as such chair
man until the expiration of his term of office as a member of the 50 
Tribunal but, if he is re-appointed as a member of the Tribunal, he 
shall be eligible for re-appointment as chairman of the Tribunal.

3. (1) The Minister for Finance shall from time to time as occasion

8



requires appoint a member of the Tribunal to be a deputy chairman 
thereof.

(2) Where a deputy chairman of the Tribunal ceases during his 
term of office as such deputy chairman to be a member of the Tribunal,

5 he shall thereupon also cease to be a deputy chairman of the Tribunal.

(3) A deputy chairman of the Tribunal shall, unless he sooner dies, 
resigns or otherwise ceases to be a deputy chairman, hold office as 
such deputy chairman until the expiration of his term of office as a 
member of the Tribunal but, if he is re-appointed as a member of the

10 Tribunal, he shall be eligible for reappointment as a deputy chairman 
of the Tribunal.

(4) Whenever the chairman of the Tribunal is of the opinion that 
for the speedy dispatch of the business of the Tribunal it is expedient 
that the Tribunal should act by divisions, he may direct accordingly

15 and if he so directs, then, until he revokes his direction—
(a) the Tribunal may act by such number of divisions as may be

determined by the chairman of the Tribunal from time to 
time,

(b) a division of the Tribunal shall consist of three members of
20 the Tribunal chosen by the chairman of the Tribunal of

whom at least one shall be the chairman or a deputy 
chairman of the Tribunal,

(c) the chairman of the Tribunal shall assign to a division of the
Tribunal the appeals to be determined by it,

25 (d) the chairman of a division of the Tribunal shall be the
chairman of the Tribunal or, if the chairman of the Tri
bunal is not a member of the division, the member thereof 
who is a deputy chairman of the Tribunal, and

(e) for the purposes of an appeal assigned to it, a division of the
30 Tribunal shall have all the powers of the Tribunal and the

chairman of a division of the Tribunal shall have all the 
powers of the chairman of the Tribunal and references in 
this Act to the Tribunal and the chairman of the Tribunal 
shall be construed as including references to a division and

35 the chairman of a division, respectively.

4. (1) If and whenever the number of members of the Tribunal is 
three, an appeal to the Tribunal shall be heard and determined by 
the three members.

(2) If and whenever the number of members of the Tribunal is 
more than three and a direction under subparagraph (4) of paragraph

40 3 of this Schedule is not in force, an appeal to the Tribunal shall be 
heard and determined by three members thereof chosen by the 
chairman of the Tribunal and, if the chairman of the Tribunal is not 
among the members thereof chosen to hear and determine the appeal, 
one of those members chosen by the chairman of the Tribunal shall

45 act as chairman thereof.

(3) The Tribunal shall issue a written judgement setting forth the 
reasons for its determination in each appeal.

5. (1) The Tribunal shall hold sittings and at the sittings may take 
evidence and may receive submissions by or on behalf of the appellant

50 and the respondent in an appeal under this Act and any other person 
appearing to the Tribunal to have an interest in or to be likely to be 
affected by the determination of the appeal.

9



(2) Sittings of the Tribunal shall be held in private.

6. A witness whose evidence has been, is being or is to be given 
before the Tribunal shall be entitled to the same privileges and 
immunities as a witness in a court.

7. A determination of the Tribunal at or in relation to an appeal 
may be that of a majority of the members hearing the appeal.

8. The chairman of the Tribunal may—
(а) direct in writing a person whose evidence is required by the

Tribunal to attend before the Tribunal on a date and at a 
time and place specified in the direction and there to give 
evidence and to produce any document or thing in his 
possession or power specified in the direction,

(б) direct any such person to produce to him any specified
document or thing in his possession or power,

(c).give any other directions for the purpose of an appeal that 
appear to him reasonable and just.

9. A person who—
(a) having been directed under paragraph 8 of this Schedule to

attend before the Tribunal and having had tendered to 
him any sum in respect of the expenses of his attendance 
which a witness summoned to attend before the District 
Court would be entitled to have tendered to him, without 
just cause or excuse disobeys the direction,

(b) being in attendance before the Tribunal pursuant to a direc
tion under the said paragraph 8, refuses to take the oath 
on being required by the Tribunal to do so or refuses to 
answer any question to which the Tribunal may legally 
require an answer,

(c) without just cause or excuse disobeys a direction under
subparagraph (a) of the said paragraph 8 in relation to the 
giving of evidence or the production of a document or 
thing or a direction under subparagraph (b) or (c) of the 
said paragraph 8, or

(d) does any other thing in relation to the proceedings before the
Tribunal which, if done in relation to proceedings before 
a court by a witness in the court, would be contempt of 
the court,

shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable on summary conviction 
to a fine not exceeding £700 or to imprisonment for a term not 
exceeding six months or to both.

10. If a person gives false evidence before the Tribunal in such 
circumstances that, if he had given the evidence before a court, he 
would be guilty of perjury, he shall be guilty of that offence.

11. The procedure of the Tribunal shall, subject to the provisions 
of this Act, be such as shall be determined by the Tribunal by rules 
made by it with the consent of the Minister for Finance and the rules 
shall, without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, make 
provision for —

(a) notifying the persons concerned of the date, time and place 
of the relevant sitting of the Tribunal,
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(b) enabling the persons concerned to present their cases to the
Tribunal in person or through a representative,

(c) the examination (on oath or otherwise as the Tribunal may
determine) of witnesses before the Tribunal by the Tri- 

5 bunal,

(d) the examination and cross-examination (on oath or otherwise
as the Tribunal may determine) of witnesses before the 
Tribunal by or on behalf of the persons concerned,

(e) the determination by the Tribunal whether evidence at the
10 Tribunal should be given on oath,

(/) the administration by the chairman of the Tribunal of the 
oath to witnesses before the Tribunal,

(g) the announcement at a sitting of the Tribunal of every deter
mination of the Tribunal in relation to an appeal to it, and

15 (h) the making of a sufficient record of the proceedings of the
Tribunal.

12. (1) Subject to subparagraph (3) of this paragraph, the Tribunal 
may order that the costs and expenses of a person concerned in an 
appeal to it under this Act in respect of the appeal should be paid by 

20 another person concerned in the appeal, may determine the amount 
of any such costs and expenses and shall, unless there is good reason 
for not doing so, order that the costs and expenses of a successful 
appellant or respondent in an appeal to the Tribunal under this Act 
in respect of the appeal shall be paid by the unsuccessful respondent 

25 or appellant, as the case may be, in the appeal.

(2) The amount of the costs and expenses of a person, ordered by 
the Tribunal under this paragraph to be paid to the person, may 
be recovered as a simple contract debt in any court of competent 
jurisdiction by that person from the person ordered by the Tribunal

30 to pay them.

(3) The Tribunal shall not order that the costs and expenses of an 
appellant or respondent in an appeal to it under this Act shall be paid 
by an owner or occupier of rateable property other than that to which 
the appeal relates.

35 13. (1) Where a member of the Tribunal has a beneficial interest
in property which is the subject of an appeal under this Act or in any 
other property affected, or likely to be affected, by such an appeal, 
or has any other interest in the appeal which would be likely to 
influence him in relation to the determination of the appeal, the 

40 member shall—

(a) disclose to the Tribunal the nature of his interest,

(b) take no part in the discussion on, or consideration of, the
appeal,

(c) neither vote nor otherwise act as a member of the Tribunal
45 in relation to the determination of the appeal.

(2) For the purposes of this paragraph, a member of the Tribunal 
shall be regarded as having a beneficial interest in property if —

11



(a) he or his spouse is the owner or occupier of the property or
the part owner or part occupier, whether as joint tenant, 
tenant in common or otherwise, with one or more other 
persons of the property, or

(b) he or his spouse is connected with the owner or occupier of
the property or is an employer or employee or principal 
or agent of, or a trustee or caretaker of the property for, 
the owner or occupier thereof, or a person connected with 
such owner or occupier.

(3) For the purposes of this paragraph, an interest in property, 
which is so remote or insignificant that it cannot reasonably be 
regarded as likely to influence the person having it, shall not be 
regarded as a beneficial interest in the property.

(4) (a) A person who contravenes or fails to comply with a require
ment of this paragraph shall be guilty of an offence and 
shall be liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceed
ing £1,000.

(6) In any proceedings for an offence under this subparagraph, 
it shall be a defence for the person charged with the 
offence to prove that at the time of the alleged offence he 
did not know and had no reason to believe—

(i) that he had a beneficial interest in the property con
cerned, or

(ii) that the beneficial interest to which the alleged offence
relates was one in relation to which a requirement of 
this paragraph applied.

(c) Proceedings for an offence under this subsection shall not be
initiated save by or with the consent of the Director of 
Public Prosecutions.

(5) A member of the Tribunal who is convicted of an offence under 
subparagraph (4) of this paragraph shall, on such conviction, cease 
to be such a member.

(6) Where a person who has a beneficial interest in property to 
which an appeal under this Act relates contravenes or fails to comply 
with a requirement of this paragraph, such contravention or failure 
shall render invalid the determination of the appeal.

(7) Where a determination by the Tribunal of an appeal under this 
Act is rendered invalid by virtue of subparagraph (6) of this paragraph, 
the appeal shall be determined again by the Tribunal.

Section 4 SECOND SCHEDULE.
Property to be Included in Global Valuation of Public Utility

Undertakings

1. Buildings, constructions and installations.

2. The entire networks subsumed in the undertaking, including 
signal transmission and reception equipment, and all associated masts,
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lines, cables, posts, pylons, supports, brackets, ducting, tubing and 
all equipment necessary for normal effective functioning of the net
works up to the supply point for each individual consumer.

3. All pipeline networks and systems including pressurising and 
5 pressure reducing equipment together with associated site develop

ments.

4. Storage and containment facilities including tanks, silos, or other 
plant or developments used for the storage and for containment of 
any substance whether solid or fluid (liquid or gaseous).

10 5. Gas works, gas pipelines and natural gas terminals.

6. Telecommunication, radio and television relay and rediffusion 
networks including lines, cables and ancillary appendages necessary 
for the working of such networks.

7. Electricity Generating Stations, including where appropriate—

15 (a) all buildings and structures,

(b) all tanks including fuel oil tanks, water tanks and chemicals
tanks,

(c) boilers, furnaces and ancillary fuel handling equipment,

(d) cooling water inlet and outlet facilities including pump-
20 houses, culverts, pipeworks, weirs and outfall works,

(e) natural gas installations,

{f) effluent disposal works including chimneys, sewage disposal 
works and treatment plant,

(g) wind generators, turbines and generators together with ancil-
25 lary plant and electrical equipment including transformers,

(h) docks, cooling towers, embankments, canals (head race, tail
race), locks, penstocks and surge tanks,

(i) dams, weirs, bridges, jetties, railways, roads and reservoirs, 

(/) all ancillary on site developments,

30 (k) all electric lines.

8. Electricity Transformer Stations including—

(a) all buildings and structures,

(b) all site developments,

(c) transformers,

35 (d) electrical equipment — including switchgear, circuit breakers
and associated developments,

(e) all electric lines.

13



9. Electric lines (as defined in section 46 of the Electricity (Supply) 
(Amendment) Act, 1945) including transmission and distribution 
networks and consumer service mains and networks on, over, or 
underground, together with lines and cables with their respective 
supports (including poles, pylons, brackets), culverts, cuttings, due- 5 
tings, and pole transformers, used in association with those electricity 
conductors.

,imsb (i)
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